The Wilson Reading System® (WRS) is a research-based reading and writing program.

WRS is a complete curriculum for teaching decoding and encoding (spelling), beginning with phoneme segmentation. WRS provides an organized, sequential system with extensive controlled text to help teachers implement a multi-sensory structured language program.

This system specifically addresses the learning style of students with a language-based learning disability; however, it is beneficial to any student lacking basic reading and spelling skills.

The Wilson Reading System is authored by Barbara A. Wilson and published by Wilson Language Training Corporation. Permission has been granted to APH to publish the braille and large print versions. For more information and professional development opportunities on the use of the program and certification, please visit: [wilsonlanguage.com](http://wilsonlanguage.com).

Teacher Manuals may be ordered from the Wilson Language Training website.

Recommended grades: 2 and up.

**Note:** WRS Instructional Materials are needed to work with the WRS Large Print and Braille Student Kits.
WRS, Student Reader Kit, Braille
Student Reader One, Supplemental Worksheets One, Modified Workbooks 1A and 1B, Teacher’s Brochure, and WADE Sheets 6-79511-SK1
Student Reader Two, Supplemental Worksheets Two, Modified Workbooks 2A and 2B, and Teacher’s Brochure 6-79511-SK2
Student Reader Three, Supplemental Worksheets Three, Modified Workbooks 3A and 3B, and Teacher’s Brochure 6-79511-SK3

WRS, Student Reader Kit, Large Print
Student Reader One and Workbooks 1A and 1B 8-79501-SK1
Student Reader Two and Workbooks 2A and 2B 8-79501-SK2
Student Reader Three and Workbooks 3A and 3B 8-79501-SK3

WRS Instructional Materials
Card Sets w/Carry Case 6-79515-00
WADE Sheets 6-79517-00
Print/Braille Magnetic Tiles and Journal 6-79516-00
Print 7-79530-00

WARNING: Choking Hazard–Small Parts. Not intended for children ages 5 and under without supervision.

Please visit aph.org to order, to learn more about this product, or to find related products.
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